
WORKBOOK

Cycle Wisdom
Sync your business with your cycle and reclaim your feminine power. 

 BROOKE PINKOS



Slow down and evaluate the past month
Review and analyze data 
Listen to your intuition
Reflect on and reassess where you're headed
Rest if/when possible

SUPERPOWERS: INTUITION + EVALUATION
 
Inner winter
Reflect and analyze
Right and left hemispheres most connected
Intuition is heightened
Great time to make decisions 
Hormones at lowest levels 

SYNC UP:

Menstrual Phase

Cyclical Magic

Track your Cycle!

Unleash your feminine SUPERPOWERS by learning how to work with your cycle. 
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Start to get to know your body and what phase of your cycle you are throughout
the month so you can start to take advantage of your magic cyclical powers. 

Recommended apps: 
Period Tracker or Clue (free app)

MyFlo or FitRWomen (explains phases) 
Natural Cycle (BBT - birth control method) 

What can I take off my
plate this week?



Follicular Phase

Set goals and intentions
Plan out your month
Brainstorm and strategize
Gather resources and research 
Start new projects

SUPERPOWERS = CREATIVITY + PLANNING

Inner spring
Start something new
Plant intentions
Lots of energy and inspiration
Hormones on the rise
Body is preparing to host an egg

SYNC UP:
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Host meeting and large events
Give a presentation
Pitch ideas or products
Have important conversations
Ask for a promotion or raise 

SUPERPOWERS: COMMUNICATION + COLLABORATION
 
Inner summer   
Hormones at their peak
Heightened libido and fertile time 
Peak energy of the month
Superwoman mode
Direct your energy 
  
SYNC UP:

Ovulatory Phase

What project do I want to focus
on this month?

Where do I want to direct
this abundant energy? 



Put your head down and get sh*t done 
Tie up loose ends
Administrative tasks
Organization and reports
Get into the zone
Decrease social time

SUPERPOWERS: COMPLETION + NURTURING

Inner fall 
Task and detail oriented
Energy turns inwards
Focus on completing projects
Hormones are declining
PMS is common, but NOT normal

SYNC UP:

Cyclical Magic

Luteal Phase

Unleash your feminine SUPERPOWERS by learning how to work with your cycle. 
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What projects do I need to
wrap up and complete? 

How to Cycle Sync

STEP ONE: Track your cycle and start tuning into how you feel throughout the month

STEP TWO: Plan out your schedule for the month using your cyclical superpowers 

STEP THREE: Answer the question outlined above at the beginning of each plase 

Team up: Normalize keeping an open dialogue at work about where each team member is in
their cycle, so you can utilize each persons strengths to your advantage. 



What was your biggest takeaway from today's workshop?
How can you incorporate what you learned into your work flow?

Cycle Reflection
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Thank you so much for attending the Cycle Wisdom Workshop!  I love
empowering women to connect with their cycles so they can heal their bodies
and hormones, find lasting energy and reclaim their feminine power. 

If you are interested in learning more about the work that I do, I am offering a
free health strategy call to all of you who attended today's workshop!  On this
call I will help you breakthrough your biggest blocks and provide you with a
roadmap of how you can reach your health/fitness goal. 

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to reach out to me!  I love connecting
with my community and would love to know  your biggest takeaway from
today. 

Hey! I'm Brooke 

Le t ' s  k e e p  i n  t o u ch
BOUNTIFULHEALTHCOACHING@GMAIL.COM

INSAGRAM @BROOKEPINKOS
 

W O M E N ' S  H E A L T H  C O A C H  X  P E R S O N A L  T R A I N E R  X  H E R B A L I S T  


